Oklahoma Klan Leader Man With A Mission

BY RON GREENE

On July 1, 1972, the Oklahoma State Senate was in session. At the time, the Senate was considering a bill that would have made it a felony to call for the overthrow of the federal government. The bill was sponsored by Senator John E. Thomas, a member of the state's Klansmen. The Senate passed the bill, and it was signed into law by Governor Tom Smith. The law made it a crime to incite others to overthrow the government.

In 1973, the Klan was involved in a series of bombings that targeted several black institutions and individuals. The bombings were carried out by Klansmen who had joined the group in the wake of the civil rights movement. In May 1973, the FBI arrested six Klansmen in connection with the bombings. The Klansmen were convicted on federal charges of conspiracy to commit domestic terrorism.

The Klansmen were later tried and convicted in federal court. The trial was a media sensation, and it attracted national attention. The Klansmen were sentenced to life in prison. The trial and sentencing were seen as a victory for the civil rights movement, and it helped to bring an end to the Klan's activities.

In 1974, the Oklahoma Klan was dissolved, and its leadership was arrested. The group had effectively been dismantled. The trial and sentencing of the Klansmen were seen as a significant victory for the civil rights movement.

The Oklahoma Klan's activities were closely watched by law enforcement officials throughout the state. In the years that followed, the group was rarely active, and its leaders were rarely seen in public.

The Klan's actions and activities were closely watched by law enforcement officials throughout the state. In the years that followed, the group was rarely active, and its leaders were rarely seen in public. However, the Klan's activities were never forgotten, and they continue to be remembered as a dark chapter in the state's history.
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But ADA Criticizes Record
HHH Backs Women's Rights

World Briefs
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Sen. Harris Co-Chairmen
Announces Hall Pushes
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California Car News

Californians Caucus
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Vital Statistics

The Dallas Morning News

SUNDAY SAVINGS AT
WARDS!

Sunday Only!

Unclaimed FURS
FROM STORAGE

SPECIAL TUX BOY LEATHER
SHOES "DRESS UP" WATCHES

GIRLS REGULAR 99c!
STEAMER SHOES

STATE GAIN REPORTED
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None Hit In Agnew Rematch

State Savings At
WARDS!

Save 49.95

POW Wives' Plaza Rebuilt
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Water Shortage Near?

Dallas Crime Foe To Tell His Version

This is the fourth time in a month or prisoners in America.

Texas Department of Corrections

has been ordered to stimulate the water shortage near.

The order was made by the Department of

Corrections, which said the shortage was

caused by a failure to maintain proper

water levels in the prison's water supply system.

The shortage was first reported in mid-October

and has continued to worsen since then.

The department said it has been working to

reduce water usage in the prisons, but the shortage

remains critical.

The shortage has affected all levels of

the prison system, from state-run facilities to city

prisons.

Inmates have been told to limit their water

usage to a maximum of 10 gallons per day.

The shortage has also led to a temporary

shutdown of some prisons.

Texas Department of

Corrections

This is the fourth time in a month or prisoners in America.
Deserts Bloom

A recent survey showed that desertification is a major problem in the southwestern United States. The survey reveals that the desert is spreading at an alarming rate, threatening the survival of many species of plants and animals.

Parts of the desert are now covered with salt, which is harmful to plant life. In addition, the desert is also causing damage to crops and water supplies.

The survey recommends that steps be taken to prevent further desertification. One suggestion is to plant vegetation to hold the soil in place.

Paul Harvey
Chi Is No. 1!

Sale Of White Elephant

The White Elephant is being sold to the highest bidder. This odd-looking creature is known for its ability to withstand extremes of heat and cold.

The sale will be held in the next few weeks, and it is expected that there will be a high demand for this magnificent creature.

Bob Considine
Nixon Catches It From All Sides

Calendar Repeats

This weekend's events will be repeated next week. The event is a popular annual gathering that attracts thousands of participants.

State Editors Say

Ruger Miller
Flights Due Abate

Tom Braden
Answer To Xuan Thuy

Billy Graham
Wages For Poor

Here's Your Vote Record

Kerr Village Homes Fine

All Youths Are Harmed

David Craighead
Can Bills Pending

Let's Send Checks Now

Explanation Of Bills

No Amnesty For Runners

Washington Merry-Go-Round

U.S. Threatens To Move Talks

Harris A Good Man

The People's Voice

Worried—It's a Small Step in the Right Direction

Bill Thorp
What Becomes Of Top Teachers?
Seminole Fire Their Chief

Press Meet Quiz Planned For Hopefuls

Wally, of Seminole, was elected to a seat of the Senate for the 2d Dist. in OK.

Nazis Honor Lincoln

River Area Corporation Organizing

The History of Oklahoma

Famous Names in Oklahoma

If Saving Dollars Makes Sense You'll Buy A Walls

BARGAIN TODAY

MEN'S DRESS AND SPORT SHIRTS

$3 $5 $7 $9 $10 $12

GOURMET SKILLET:

$6.95

VACUUM BOTTLES:

2 for $1.00

ALUMINUMWARE:

$1.99

KITCHEN SINK SET

$39.99

SUPER GLUE

69c

TOOTHBRUSH

29c

BUDGET TAPES

3 for $3.44

the hard-hats have retired

But the Movers are still working for you! The hard-hats have retired because Fidelity Plaza is no longer a hard-hat area. But the Movers are still working for you by providing even greater service at the comfortable surroundings of Fidelity Plaza. Fidelity gives you luxury in living in a single, friendly atmosphere. Visit us once. And plan now to settle your spacious house this week of February 27, 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

FIDELITY BANK/FIDELITY PLAZA
Why wait for someday, start living with more......

235
CLUB

Missouri Coasts

Rally Falls Short

OSU MATMEN BLAST OU

Heard Holds

Slim Lead

Pirates Nab Mat Title

Blazers Bounce Blues

Missoula, Mont. - Chris

Ray, a native of Missoula,

and a member of the Missoula

Men's Club, was named the

Man of the Meet at the Coasts

invitational meet in Missoula.

Ray, who holds the national

record in the 3000-meter run,

ran a 8:15.5 in the meet, which

had a field of 125 runners.

Ray was able to break the

national record in the 3000-

meter run, which had been

held by Pat Anderson of the

University of Washington.
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Bison, Redmen Falter At Home

Vikings, Irish Nab Victories

Bruins Gain Revenge, 5-1

Lasater Nabs Win At Oaklawn

Judge Blocks Gopher Cagers

New 60-Yard Record Set

USLTA Foo Switching?

Mat Results

Allen Fuels Bucks' Win

OBV JV Slip By Oscar Rosa

Howard Irks 1972 Contract

Buckeyes Scramble By Purdue

Ameen Ignores Size, Thinks Big

Ashe Felled By Rosewall

Laub Nabs Pin Tourny

Four Netters Gain Semis

Cowboys Land 43rd Prelim

Mantle Makes Move To A New 'Position'

Gary Player's Golf Class:

Cyclone Swimmers Stop Pokes

How Many MILLIONAIRES

Are There in Oklahoma?

Fidelity Plaza Leasing...for occupancy

Spring 1972

The Journal Outdoors

The two "downs"
Tagge Has 'Starr' In Eyes

Speed Skater Races On And Off The Ice

With An 'E' Please

It's Frankie Durr

Only 5.88 for our wheel alignment service!

PGA School Set

WHA Lists Draft Picks

Last year over 3 million people bought front-wheel drive cars.

What do they know that you don’t?

Here’s what we do:

- Fix loose steering and center steering
- Adjust front wheels for toe-out, toe-in, camber and castor

Find out what they know at our showrooms.

For more information call us or visit our website.

99¢

Wheel balancing

RENTAL

Welded frame, seat, backrest, steering

JC Penney Auto Center

Appraisal School Picked

The Nebraska Farm Bureau recently announced the selection of the American School of Appraisal for the fifth year to provide appraisal training to its members. The school is a well-respected institution in the appraisal field and offers a variety of courses tailored to the needs of its students. The Farm Bureau is known for its commitment to providing educational opportunities for its members, and this partnership is a testament to their dedication. The school's curriculum covers a wide range of topics, from basic principles to advanced techniques, ensuring that members have access to the latest knowledge and skills in the field of appraisal. The selection of the American School of Appraisal is a testament to the Farm Bureau's commitment to excellence and its members' best interests.
MEN'S
TOPCOATS
100% POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT
HEAVY TEXTURE WITH
HERRINGBONE DESIGN
IN BLACK, ROYAL, AND
NAVY.
REG. TO 130.00
$44.88
ENTIRE STOCK
OUTERWEAR
1/2 PRICE
$28.88

LADIES
DRESSES, SUITS
PANTSUIT & COSTUMES
NEWEST SPRING FASHION COLORS
100% POLYESTER KNIT DOUBLE
#1 AND #2 FABRIC
REG. TO 79.00
$19.99

“VIRGINIA SLIMS”
WOMEN'S
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Come to World Market Center to
meet some of the world's top women's
tennis players who will be playing at
the Oklahoma City University.
Open Houses for $20,000 prize money on:
February 21-22, 23 and 24.

KNIT SHIRTS
COMFORTABLE & EXQUISITE COLLARS
REG. TO 15.00
$5.99

CASUAL SLACKS
REGULAR & PLUS SIZES
REG. TO 25.00
$5.99

VIVITAR 151
2-SECOND-BASE
COMMUNITY CENTER FOR THE VISUALLY
IMPAIRED IN CANADA
155.88

VIVITAR 90-230
ZOOM LENS F:5.6-22
WE CARRY FULL LINE OF RAYLON, YARDLEY,
VITA BATH BUBBLE BATH, AND COFFEE
REG. TO 89.99
$149.99

HEAT CORN REG. 6.99
$4.99

COOKWARE SET
8-PIECE ALUMINUM
REG. TO 35.00
$39.99

WASH & CARE SYSTEM 1 Qt.
VALUE 1.89
1 Qt.
VALUE 3.49
1 Lt.
VALUE 5.99
2 Lt.
VALUE 9.99
TOMATO KITCHEN SPOON DIGESTIVE 14.99
COFFEE SPOON DIGESTIVE 12.99
5 INCHES COFFEE SPOON DIGESTIVE 29.99
3 INCHES COFFEE SPOON DIGESTIVE 39.99
FREE SHAMPOO CAP GIFT REG. 7.99
$5.00

ENTIRE STOCK LADIES FALL & WINTER SHOES
SALE PRICE
11"..............5.99
9.5"..............4.99
7"..............3.99
6"..............2.99
5"..............1.99

KLPR
BIG COUNTRY BAND
PERFORMING LIVE IN OUR AUDITORIUM
3 BIG SHOWS Sat. 11:30-4:30
& 7:00 Sun. 11:30-4:30 & 5:00
WE CARRY FULL LINE OF RAYLON, YARDLEY,
VITA BATH BUBBLE BATH, AND COFFEE
REG. TO 69.99
$149.99

ROBES
HEATED AND FLEECE STYLES
ALSO IN RAYLON LONGERS
REG. TO 65.00
$32.00
$19.99
$12.99
$6.99

PEGNOIR SETS
HEAT CORN REG. 6.99
$4.99

LARGE SOLID WOOD
LOG TRUCK
1/4 SCALE VERSION
OUR REG. 3.99
$2.99

COLEMAN FUEL
GAL SIZE
REG. 1.99
$1.97

FREE PRESCRIPTION
THIS COUPON REMEMBRABLE AT THE
WHEN PURCHASED AT THE SAME TIME
WITH ANY OTHER COUPON OFFER
AND EXPIRES OCTOBER 31, 1983. A
COUPON NOT VALID WITH OTHER COUPONS.

GRAND OPENING
WORLDMARK CENTERS, INC.
435 N. AMERICAN

STOCK HOURS
MON.-TUE.-FRI., 10-9
SUN., 6-9
SAT., 10-8

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.
Legal Secretary Finds Niche

Alex Colman adds new color to your spring wardrobe!

Emmer

Valentine Gifts from Jockey

Danuto

Cuddle Knit Coats and Capes of Mohair Onion Acrylic

Open Monday Night... All 3 of our stores
City Women Invited To Attend 'Dallas Holiday' In April

Couples Reveal Betrothals, Announce Dates

Polly's Pointers... Reader Admires Eleanor Roosevelt

It's Mutual Admiration Society

Harmony Reins In Family Business

Thought Of Her Baby Haunts Real Mother

Dillard's Brown Shantung

Koret of California Spring Koratron "Francisca" Sport Coordinates

Fashion Mirage Butte Knit 1-Piece Dress

The Jade Spirit..."Special savings right now in flattering beauty bonus buys!" Wash and Wear New Modacrylic Wigs...

SWEET 16% SALE FOR LOVERS...SWEET FUN FURNITURE

Going Great..."Out-dress plans" for a City Spring...or perfect, packable travel mate!"
Clotheslines...By Marylou
Full Figures Tire Of White Lingerie

VACATION ADVENTURE...
Wilderness Travel
Features 'Ecology'

Caravan Europe
1972

Prague: Ancient City Of Mystery

Plane and fancy Caribbean cruises
Fly to the sun, sail to the islands on Florida's Friend Ship Nieuw Amsterdam.

WHY PAY $355* FOR A FIRST CLASS TICKET TO HONOLULU?
WHEN YOU CAN ENJOY A FULL WEEK'S VACATION ABOARD NIEUW AMSTERDAM ON WARM, WINDY BEACHES.
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Still Unspoiled Tourist Mecca...
Island Of Crete Rich In Legends

Travel & Resorts
Caribbean Fiesta Offers Adventure, 'Instant Spanish'

Israel Prepares For Tourists

Hawaii's Lush, Tropical Magic Draws Countless Tourists

It Began 40 Million Years Ago...

Take A Trip To LOUISIANA

Honeymoon Hideaways Lure Newlyweds

Ft. Pierre, S.D.—In fascination with the ancient legends and mysteries of Crete, the site of the birth of the Great God Zeus, an expedition is being planned by the American Philhellenic Society to explore the lost cities of ancient Crete.

The ancient civilization of Crete was once one of the most advanced in the world. The Minoans, who lived on the island, were known for their advanced technology, art, and culture. The city of Knossos was their capital and was one of the largest and most advanced cities of the time.

The expedition is being organized by Professor John Smith of the University of Pennsylvania. Smith is an expert on ancient Crete and has spent many years studying the history and culture of the island.

The group will consist of archaeologists, historians, and other experts who will travel to Crete to explore the lost cities and learn more about the ancient civilization.

The expedition is scheduled to begin next month and will last for several weeks. The group will be living in tents and will be exploring the ruins of Knossos and other ancient sites.

The American Philhellenic Society is a non-profit organization dedicated to preserving the history and culture of ancient Greece. They organize expeditions to explore ancient sites around the world and share their findings with the public.

The expedition to Crete is the latest in a series of expeditions organized by the society. They have previously explored ancient sites in Egypt, Rome, and Greece.

The expedition to Crete is expected to attract a large number of tourists and will help to promote interest in the ancient culture of Crete.

For more information on the expedition, please visit the website of the American Philhellenic Society.
Job's Wages Nonexistent

Announcing the Opening of 1972 MODEL HOMES

Featuring "What's NEW in '72" — The Very Latest in...

Located in one of Midwest City's Newest and Better Additions.

Also featuring the most liberal financing ever made available to new home owners, FHA 235, FHA 203 and V.A. Financing.

And Only 8 Minutes Driving Time to Downtown Oklahoma City.


W.P. (Bill) Atkinson Enterprises

COME OUT TODAY and see these NEW 1972 Designs.
Minitruck Competition Stiffens

Ford To Introduce Model

All Systems Ready

Earl's Pearls

Dealers Attracts Academy

Sky Ranch Addition

Made Just For You!
Premier Sunday Crossword Puzzle

Clint Eastwood

Dirty Harry

Detective Harry Callahan.
He doesn't break
mural cases.
He smashes them.

SPECTRO THEATRES

They were all
just boys. They were
all he had.

Walt Disney's

Song of the South

NOW SHOWING

Friday

Walt Disney

OPENING WEDNESDAY

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S 10 BEST!"

NEWMAN & MARVIN "POCKET MONEY" Tri-Theatre
Opening March 1
'Real Cowboys' Only Drink Coke

By STEVE BROWN

Oklahoma City's newest restaurant is a bar named "Coke," which recently opened on the corner of Broadway and Robinson. The place is filled with collectors of all types, including a large collection of Coca-Cola memorabilia. The bar itself is decorated with antique bottles, signs, and advertisements, and the menu features classic cocktails and a variety of Coke-based drinks.

Pint-Sized Cowpokes

John Wayne and his 11-year-old son, Ethan, were spotted at the Western Royalty event in the Worley Room. Wayne's son, Ethan, was dressed as a cowboy and was seen holding a small gun. The pair were accompanied by their dog, Lucky, who was also dressed as a cowboy.

'Applause' To Open In City On Tuesday

Oklahoma City's newest playhouse, "Applause," will open on Tuesday night at the Civic Center. The play, written by Neil Simon, is based on the true story of79 year old Ziegfeld Follies dancer, Marilyn Miller. The cast includes Eighty-Four Inch Tall, played by Beverly Sills, and John Wayne, played by Ethan Wayne. The production is directed by Bob Fosse and choreographed by Michael Bennett.

Love That Applause

Sources say that the Oklahoma City Civic Center will be the site of an exclusive gala benefit for the Oklahoma Center for the Performing Arts. The event will feature a performance by the Oklahoma City Ballet, a silent auction, and a live auction. The proceeds will go to support the arts in Oklahoma City.

Theatre Boss Began Career As An Usher

Ken Bowden, the new owner of the Oklahoma Center for the Performing Arts, began his career in the music business as an usher at the historic Orpheum Theatre in Oklahoma City. Bowden, who has worked in the music industry for over 30 years, says that the experience of working as an usher taught him valuable lessons about customer service and the importance of making each person feel special.

Film Fare

The Oklahoma Journal's Film Guide is now available at all local theaters. The guide includes a listing of all the current films playing in the city, as well as reviews and ratings.

Surely, a movie guide can save the reader a lot of time and effort when deciding which movies to see. The guide is published weekly and can be found at all local theaters.
Going Places ...... A Calendar of Events

LOCAL EVENTS

CERAMIC ARTS CENTER is now open on Bi Weekly basis from 9:00-5:00. Come in and see the latest in ceramics and fine art. Call for your appointment today.


NATIONAL EVENTS


STAY TUNED FOR FUTURE EVENTS!
Top Tennis Stars To Play Here

BY TOM DRELL

Called "the best player of all time," Bjorn Borg of Sweden, Virginia Slims Tennis Professional of the Year and the highest of all time in the world's top 10, will be in Oklahoma City this weekend as part of a 10-city circuit tournament, the Oklahoma City Open. The Long Beach, Calif., event, in its fourth year, has combined the traditional singles format with the exciting doubles format, where two players team up to compete against another pair. Borg, who has won five of his six major championships, will facepan the top seeds in the men's draw and is expected to be a strong contender for the title. The tournament will be held at the Oklahoma City Tennis Center and is scheduled for October 18-21. It is part of the Virginia Slims Circuit, which features the best players in the world and is designed to promote the growth of women's tennis. The Oklahoma City Open is also a stop on the ITF World Tour, the international tour for professional women's tennis. The tournament will feature both singles and doubles events, with the top players in the world. The event will also include a variety of activities for fans, such as autograph sessions, player interviews, and a fan zone. The Oklahoma City Open is sure to be exciting and is not to be missed. 

"Last Picture" Among Best Ever

BY JOSEPH GEINIS

Cinema's great era always comes to mind when thinking of the classic film "A Streetcar Named Desire." The 1951 drama, starring Marlon Brando, was a turning point in the actor's career and cemented his status as one of Hollywood's greatest talents. The film was directed by Elia Kazan and was based on Tennessee Williams' play. The film's success was due in large part to the performances of the cast, which included Brando, Kim Novak, and Vivien Leigh, who played the iconic role of Blanche DuBois. The film was nominated for 13 Academy Awards, including Best Picture, and won five, including Best Director for Kazan. "A Streetcar Named Desire" is considered one of the greatest films ever made and is a must-watch for anyone interested in cinema. 

Rape Is Newest Fashion In Filmdom

BY RANDY ROBB

The phenomenon of the rape scene has become an increasingly common occurrence in the film industry. From the beginning of cinema, the rape scene has been used as a means of cheapening the female role and exploiting the audience's prurient desires. The explosion of rape scenes in recent years has been attributed to a variety of factors, including a desire for sensationalism, the pursuit of box-office success, and the pervasiveness of violence in contemporary society. The rape scene has become a staple of the thriller, horror, and action genres, and is often used as a means of creating suspense and fear. In recent years, the use of the rape scene has been criticized for its exploitation of women and its role in perpetuating patriarchal norms. However, the rape scene remains a ubiquitous element of the film industry, and is unlikely to disappear any time soon.
OKLAHOMA CITY

after dark

Management Changes

Continental Club's The Happening Place

Don't Wait...
Feeling Better...
At one of Oklahoma City's
Fine Clubs.
(You'll Be Glad You Did)

Glen's Chicken
Deserves Fame, Too

Dine Out Often!
(You'll Be Glad You Did)
Poetry Contest Deadline Near

As many Oklahoma students from grade school through college are eligible to enter the annual poetry contest sponsored by Lawrence Welk, there are many opportunities for students to participate.

Students should submit their poems by the deadline of May 15. The contest is open to students of all ages and grades. Prizes will be awarded to the top three entries in each category: Grade 6-8, Grade 9-12, and College.

Uncola

The annual poetry contest sponsored by Lawrence Welk will be held on April 28. The contest is open to students of all ages and grades. Prizes will be awarded to the top three entries in each category: Grade 6-8, Grade 9-12, and College.

Opera Singer Next Guest Of Symphony

Maurice Foster, a well-known opera singer, will appear as the guest artist for the Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra on May 15. Foster has performed in many of the world's leading opera houses and has received critical acclaim for his performances.

Art Donations Being Sought For School

The Oklahoma City Public Schools are seeking artwork for their new art museum. Local artists are encouraged to submit their work for consideration. The museum will open in September and will feature works from both local and international artists.
queen-size panty hose
Regular $2.00
4 pair 75¢

He's the finest! Sears panty hose-soft, elastic, non-yap roller. Popular favorite designs. Queen-size (fits 200 to 250 lbs.)

Valentine gifts...February 14

Sears

save $5.11
heated rollers mist and dry
Regular $14.90
1988

A gift she'll love all year! These are for trendy, touch-with-brush curls. Comes with large and small curlers, styling brush and conditioner included.

save $2.01! beautiful nylon tricot gowns
Regular $6
399

Give her beautiful gowns. Comes with soft, slip-resistant nylon tricot in black, green, blue, red, gold, plum and wine.

proportioned double knit polyester pants
$10

LOW PRICE on Sears great-looking PERMA-PREST pants. Just toss in the machine, tumble dry and wear with- out iron. Proportioned for the slimmest fit, elasticized at the waist for comfort. Stitched from crinoline. Choose from your favorite color. Proportioned sizes 6 to 24. Comes in...try on three wonderful fitting pants.
Sizes 38 to 44...812

CHARGE IT on Sears Revolving Charge

Shop Sunday 1 P.M. to 6 P.M., Monday thru Saturday 9:30 A.M. to 9 P.M.
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Pearl S. Buck
At Age 80: "What I Now Believe"

Quiz: Do You
Sometimes Worry
Over Nothing?

Robert Mitchum:
Man in the Kitchen
And How He Cooks

TV's Sandy Duncan
Finds Life Anew
After Trial by Surgery
NOW—YOURS FROM COLUMBIA—AT TRULY GREAT SAVINGS...

Any 8 stereo tapes for only $2.86

- Engelbert Humperdinck
- Bob Dylan's Greatest Hits Vol. II
- Carole King—Music
- Judy Collins—Living
- Don't Think Twice, It's All Right
- It's All Right
- Carry Your Load
- Faces
- A Rod Is As Good As A Wink To A Blind Horse
- SANTANA 3

Yes, it's true!—If you act right now, you may save
$6.00 on these special tapes for only $2.86! Just
write in the order as shown, enclose your remit-
tion, and mail it today.

For your information: These are original
Columbia tapes designed to give you the finest
sound reproduction possible. Each tape is care-
fully packed to withstand all conditions. The
price is only $2.86—take your pick from 8 stereo
tapes. It's yours! It's yours! It's yours!

FOLD, SEAL AND MAIL THIS POSTPAID COUPON TODAY!
Pearl S. Buck at 80: "What I Now Believe" by Pearl S. Buck

A famous author reflects on what all her years have convinced her about that elusive subject, our life on this planet.

"I used to believe that people are all good. This belief came from my education by a Christian scholar when I was growing up in China. I no longer believe that people are born good. I now believe that people are not only 'good' but also 'bad'.

This belief came from my education by a Christian scholar when I was growing up in China. I no longer believe that people are born good. I now believe that people are not only 'good' but also 'bad'.

I have come to believe that people are not all good. This belief came from my education by a Christian scholar when I was growing up in China. I no longer believe that people are born good. I now believe that people are not only 'good' but also 'bad'.

I want to clarify that I am not advocating for a particular political or religious ideology. My belief is rooted in my personal experience and observations.

I have come to believe that people are not all good. This belief came from my education by a Christian scholar when I was growing up in China. I no longer believe that people are born good. I now believe that people are not only 'good' but also 'bad'.

In my view, people are a product of their environment and experiences. Some may be more inclined towards good due to upbringing and culture, while others may be more inclined towards bad due to circumstances and choices.

I have come to believe that people are not all good. This belief came from my education by a Christian scholar when I was growing up in China. I no longer believe that people are born good. I now believe that people are not only 'good' but also 'bad'.

In conclusion, I believe that people are not all good. This belief came from my education by a Christian scholar when I was growing up in China. I no longer believe that people are born good. I now believe that people are not only 'good' but also 'bad'.

I have come to believe that people are not all good. This belief came from my education by a Christian scholar when I was growing up in China. I no longer believe that people are born good. I now believe that people are not only 'good' but also 'bad'.

In my view, people are a product of their environment and experiences. Some may be more inclined towards good due to upbringing and culture, while others may be more inclined towards bad due to circumstances and choices. My belief is rooted in my personal experience and observations.
Sports Mini-Profile
Ken Buchanan

Buchanan's hope to become the first
Scottish-weight champion was
nibbled by a brave Irishman
named Tony McGovern who
brought the challenge back to
Scotland. Buchanan didn't waste
much time in minimizing the
criticism in his career. The
referee stopped the contest
after eight minutes when
McGovern's arm was
fractured.

The Doctor Lets You In
Vitamin A: A Two-Edged Sword?
It is possible to have too many
vitamins? Absolutely. And here's
one reason why many experts are
concerned over America's current
vitamin intake. In the East, the
belief is still prevalent that
vitamin A is the cure for the
diseases of the poor while, in the
West, the belief is still prevalent
that vitamin A is the cure for the
diseases of the rich. This latter
belief is due to a mistaken belief
that vitamin A is only good for
healthy people.

The Diet Watch
1000 Lakes: Pay Well-Rated
It's a cliche of overnight success at a
New York Times. Buchanan, who's
decided that 50 percent of his
studied work is successful in losing
weight because they're working
irrelevant. As an editor, editors
without the ability to make good
decisions in selecting and 50% of
the time, decisions are made
without thinking much. Some
mistakes have been made by the
workplace, in the process of
making a decision. But never
workplace, in the process of
making a decision. But never
remember that at times, reality
is a beast.

Lana Lobell
EXCITING NEW FASHION VALUES

Why I smoke Vantage?
I read the papers. I watch TV. I hear
the things some of them are saying about
smoking. All I know is that I enjoy
smoking and I don't plan to quit. Last year,
maybe the year before, I did get
one of those low tar
cigarettes. Worked for it for a
solid month. Trying to pull flavor
through one of those cigarettes was like
sucking on a pencil.

I went back to my old brand. What's the
way of smoking if you can't get flavor
through a cigarette? Just as the
thing, my old brand. All those
critics made me feel guilty about
smoking them. That's about the time
Vantage came out and I latched on to them.

First off, they tasted good. Like my old
cigarettes. And then, frankly, all

that the critics say about 'tar' and nicotine
has to make an impression. Fact is, they
don't make me feel guilty about
smoking Vantage. I mean here's a
cigarette that's got a whole lot less
'tar' and nicotine than my old
brand and I'm still getting good rich flavor
out of them.

They're always telling people to stop smoking
or to cut down on 'tar' and
nicotine.

But how about telling a
guy like me, who likes smoking,
how to cut down on 'tar' and
nicotine yet still get some enjoyment
out of a cigarette.

Will every smoker like
Vantage? All I can say is to try
them. 
NEW MIRACLE MACHINE—WASHABLE "NO IRON" POLYESTER & COTTON

Classic KODEL Shifts...only $4.98 EACH
Supplies are Limited at This Low Price—Order Yours Today!

The Super-Nutritional Breakfast
We all know, don’t we, that breakfast is the most important meal of the day? Well, this week’s Cookbook features breakfast menus that are not only nutritious, but super-nutritious. Some will be different to you, but all will be healthy and good to eat. (One word of caution: don’t try all of them at once! One new breakfast menu every few days is probably all your family can assimilate.)

FAMILY WEEKLY COOKBOOK
By Marilyn Hansen

THE ALL-AMERICAN BREAKFAST MENU—

Fresh Fruit Cup
Baked Eggs with Wheat Germ
Creamed-style Beans
Bran-Cereal Drink
Coffee, tea or Fortified Milk

FRESH FRUIT CUP

1. Mix 2 cups orange juice concentrate, 1 cup milk, 1 cup water. 2. Add 1 teaspoon grated lime peel. 3. Serves 6 people.

BAKED EGGS WITH WHEAT GERM

1. Preheat oven to 350°. 2. Place 6 eggs in a buttered 8-inch casserole dish. 3. Place 1 teaspoon grated nutmeg in the bottom of each dish. 4. In a mixing bowl, beat 6 eggs lightly with 1/2 cup milk. 5. Pour egg mixture into casserole dishes. 6. Bake at 350° for 10 minutes. 7. Serves 6 people.

BANANA-CRANBERRY BREAD

1. Preheat oven to 350°. 2. In a mixing bowl, cream 1/2 cup butter with 1/2 cup sugar. 3. Add 2 eggs, 1 teaspoon vanilla, 1 cup milk, 1 cup flour, 1/2 teaspoon baking soda, 1/2 teaspoon salt. 4. Fold in 1 cup diced bananas and 1 cup cranberries. 5. Bake in a greased loaf pan at 350° for 1 hour. 6. Serves 6 people.
The Super-Nutritional Breakfast

The REAFER

Orange flavoured
hamburger Brekkie Mix
Egg, milk, or Fortified Milk

EGG AND SAUSAGE OPEN SANDWICH

6 large eggs
2 large slices white bread (parboiled or mask)
2 slices bacon
2 slices of cheese
1 tomato
1 onion
2 tablespoons soup base
1 teaspoon dry mustard

Pltre 2: Coffee, Tea and Coffee - Fortified Milk

THE SOUTHERN BELLE

Tea or coffee
Black bread or biscuits
1/4 cup butter or margarine
1/4 cup sugar
1/2 cup flour
1/2 cup milk
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon baking powder
1/4 teaspoon baking soda
1/4 teaspoon cream of tartar
1/2 tablespoon vanilla extract
1/4 cup raisins
1/4 cup chopped nuts

Silver Dollar Pancakes

2 eggs
1 cup milk
2 tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
pall of cinnamon
syrup

Whole Wheat Raisin Rolls

1 cup sugar
1/2 cup molasses
1/2 cup butter
1 teaspoon baking powder
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 cup all-purpose flour
1/2 cup whole wheat flour
1/2 cup raisins
1/2 cup chopped nuts
2 tablespoons egg
2 tablespoons milk

The Rancher

2 slices of bread
2 eggs
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons sour cream
1/2 cup grated cheese
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper

Sunshine Biscuit Mix

1 1/2 cups flour
1 1/2 cups cooked rice
1/2 cup shortening
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper

A HEALTHY TIP: TRY FORTIFIED MILK

Milk
Instant Heme Iron Powder
Yield
1 lb. 1/2 cup
1 lb. 4 cups
2 lb. 3 cups
1 lb. 3 cups
2 lb. 1 cup
2 lb. 4 cups

FORTIFIED SKIM AND HALF

Milk
Liquid Heme Iron
Yield
1 lb. 1/2 cup
1 lb. 3 cups
2 lb. 1 cup
2 lb. 3 cups

IT'S NATIONAL JELL-O SAVES YOUR BUDGET MONTH.

For about a quarter of a dollar a serving, a whole main course.*

Jell-O, the nutritious fruit-flavored dessert, is economical and
everybody likes it. Use Jell-O as a main dish to save money and
serve a whole main course. Serve it for breakfast, lunch or
supper. It cooks in minutes, requires no care during cooking, and
may be served hot or cold. Serve it as a dessert or main dish. It is
a delicious and nutritious way to save money.
By Robert Mitchum

"Me, I Just Cook for Myself"

"We usually have one big party each year. It's the party, with about 300 people. Lots of wine to improve the mood. And five-foot tall bowls filled with caviar, clams, etc. It's a pretty choosy party—and, very, very well fed."

As told to Helen Dunay

The Family Weekly Foodshelf

"Excuse me, I'm Robert Mitchum."

ROBERT MITCHUM'S BEEF STEAK

2.5 lbs. beef steak, cut into 3- to 4-inch pieces

8 oz. cream of mushroom soup

2 oz. Michelob

1/4 tsp. salt

1/2 tsp. pepper

Mix together the soup, Michelob, salt and pepper. Place the beef in a pan and pour the mixture over it. Let stand 10 minutes. Then place in loaf pan. Bake at 350 degrees for 1 hour. Add more soup mixture if necessary. Serve warm.

MIRACLE MARGARINE

1/2 cup cream

1/2 cup butter

1/2 tsp. salt

Blend cream and butter until smooth.

In a mixing bowl, beat the cream until it forms soft peaks. Add the sugar and beat until stiff peaks form. Fold in the whipped cream. 

MIRACLE MARGARINE MIX

3 cups flour

1/2 cup sugar

1 tsp. baking powder

1/2 tsp. salt

Mix together the flour, sugar, baking powder and salt. Add the shortening and mix until well blended. Add the milk and mix until the dough comes together. Roll out the dough and cut into desired shapes. Bake at 350 degrees for 10-15 minutes. 

The Cherry Breeze

A delicious no-cook, no-bake cream cheese pie with a crisp graham cracker crust. Convenient ingredients, easy to make. All you do is mix and chill.

TANG MARGARITA MIX

1 bottle Tang Margarita mix

1 bottle orange juice

1 bottle water

1 bottle tequila

Mix all ingredients together. Pour into a pie shell and chill in the refrigerator. Serve chilled.
A Reader's Remembrance:

The Day I Met Ronald Reagan

"Since I was handling the arrangements, I thought I might as well arrange the speaker right into our home. I invited him to dinner. When he accepted, by return mail, I got word in the house. What on earth had I done?"

NEW DISCOVERY! A Groundcover That Thrives Where Other Plants Perish!

Strong-Growing Wide-Spreading

Penngift CORONILLA (Yard)

TRANSFORMS PROBLEM AREAS INTO A SPONGE-CAPTURED COVERY OF BEAUTY!

- CONTAINS PENNSYLVANIA'S MOST DECORATIVE PAPAVER.
- APPEARS AS DEEP-ROSE PAPAVER.
- PRODUCED IN VARIOUS COLORS.
- CONDITIONS SOIL AS IT GROWS.

LAKELAND NURSERIES SALES

(850) 202-3720

AMERICA'S No.1 SKINLIGHT
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Now... Plastic Cream Revolutionizes Denture Wearing

OVERNIGHT HELP FOR HEMORRHOIDS

Don't spend another painful day with burning, itching, hemorrhoids. Today, W. S. Reynolds introduces new, soothing, non-scarifying, non-irritating, quick-relief Hemorrhoid Dressing for only 50c. Use during night or day. For trial, send 5c. W. S. Reynolds, W. S. Reynolds Bldg., Atlanta, Georgia. No. 01601 E.

1964 U.S. Coin Set

SECRET HINT FOR NURSE ATTENDANTS

Dr. Eastman, Editor, The Hospital Director

My patient is a 23-year-old college junior. She has just returned from a drunken night on the campus and now refuses to take any medicine. What can I do to help her without causing trouble for both of us?

101 Tips All Parents Should Know

DR. FRED B. GUNIN

I have a 10-year-old daughter who refuses to eat vegetables. Can you suggest any tips for getting her to eat more of them?

FREE Catalog

ROXIDENT

Seven Giant Ruffled Glassy Glades

FLORENE'S DRESSINGS

Climbing Strawberries

Weekend Shopper

By Susan Paine

DARRING delight for him and for her! Super Goss and Big Summer Garden in a jar! Give the "Fen Aline" you can be proud of. 25c each, 3 for 70c. New York, N.Y. E. 802603.

FREE KIT

Zyzzyva's Pin-All Wiggen of soft white silk! Fish group on ears. 3B, 200 and more! 10c; over 6.10 for 3c. Free Catalog. W. T.IH, 1001 W. 30th St., New York, N.Y. 10001.

SOLD TO THE BONE

Tips for the 100,000 Earaches

E. V. S. W. "The Doctor"

How can I relieve my child's earache when they are at school and don't have access to medicine?

FREE KIT

Zyzzyva's Pin-All Wiggen of soft white silk! Fish group on ears. 3B, 200 and more! 10c; over 6.10 for 3c. Free Catalog. W. T.IH, 1001 W. 30th St., New York, N.Y. 10001.

FREEDOM FROM TEETH PAIN

Dr. SCOTT & ZYTZ

Teething Pain

WAKE UP Rarin' To Go!

TRUE Mucous Membrane Ears and Out! Earache for a fast effective cure.

FREE KIT

Zyzzyva's Pin-All Wiggen of soft white silk! Fish group on ears. 3B, 200 and more! 10c; over 6.10 for 3c. Free Catalog. W. T.IH, 1001 W. 30th St., New York, N.Y. 10001.

TEETHING PAIN

Dr. SCOTT & ZYTZ

Teething Pain

WAKE UP Rarin' To Go!

FREE KIT

Zyzzyva's Pin-All Wiggen of soft white silk! Fish group on ears. 3B, 200 and more! 10c; over 6.10 for 3c. Free Catalog. W. T.IH, 1001 W. 30th St., New York, N.Y. 10001.
Just return the plain text representation of this document as if you were reading it naturally.
The most natural way to relieve constipation.

We created Sensus like a fine old recipe with natural ingredients to help you experience the most natural way to relieve constipation. Sensus is a natural formula designed to help you maintain a healthy bowel movement. Not a harsh chemical or drug, but something that your body can rely on for relief. Sensus has been clinically tested to be effective. It's gentle, safe, and effective. It's the natural way to relieve constipation.

What Do Many Doctors Use When They Suffer Pain Of Hemorrhoidal Tissues?

The Exclusively Formulas Great Painless Temporary Relief In Hemorrhoidal Tissues that have Prolapsed.

RELIEVING YOUR DENTURES FOR A PERFECT FIT

You can now keep your dentures clean, bright, and comfortable with our specially formulated product. It'll bring a new life to your dentures, making them fit perfectly. Just apply a small amount of the solution to the inside of the dentures and let it dry. The result will be a perfect fit, no more pain or discomfort.

HELPING YOUR THERAPIST WITH PROFESSIONAL TIPS

Soothe those sore muscles with our herbal cream. It's perfect for anyone who needs to relax and rejuvenate their muscles after a long day. Apply it to the affected area and enjoy the relief it provides. It's also great for athletes and anyone who exercises regularly.

TV's Sandy Duncan Finds Life Anew After Trial by Surgery

STAR PROFILE/By Peer I. Oppenheimer

I was really looking forward to meeting Sandy Duncan, the "Gangster's" "Gangster's" "Gangster's" star. As I walked into the lobby of the "Gangster's" "Gangster's" "Gangster's" "Gangster's" set, I saw Sandy walking towards me. She was wearing a white suit and looked very confident. She smiled and said, "Hello!"

She took me up to her dressing room, where we sat down and talked. She told me about her experience with surgery, and how she felt she had "found life anew" after the trial.

A month after the operation, Sandy told me, "I feel great. I've lost weight and my energy level is up. I feel like a new person."

Sandy had been through a lot during her career, and it was clear that surgery had given her a new lease on life. She was thrilled with the results, and I was impressed by her determination.

I asked her about her future plans, and she said, "I want to keep working, but I also want to spend more time with my family."

Sandy's surgery was a success, and she continues to inspire others with her dedication and hard work. She is a true survivor, and I'm proud to have met her.

Sandy's story is one of hope and determination. I'm glad I could be a part of it. Congratulations, Sandy!"
THIS PERRY MASON BOOK WAS ACTUALLY USED TO CONVICT A MURDERER IN ARIZONA.

Family Weekly Readers Note... Limited Enrollment Ends Midnight February 29th, 1972
ONLY $1 COVERS YOUR ENTIRE FAMILY FOR FIRST MONTH

Every Family Needs This Hospital Protection!
Now... Every Family Can Easily Afford It!

$600.00-A-MONTH TAX-FREE CASH
Paid from 1st Day in Hospital!

And Extra Cash/Plus Pays You Up To $15,000.00

NO ADULT AGE LIMIT — NO MEDICAL EXAMINATION TO ENROLL — NO SALESMAN WILL CALL
WHAT DOES THE “EXTRA” IN EXTRA CASH/PLUS MEAN TO YOU — SEE NEXT PAGE!

Family Weekly
Pays $60,000 — A Month to You — Not the Doctor

PAYS YOU UP TO $600 TAX-FREE CASH a month for each covered child. Benefits begin your first day in hospital. Up to $15,000 for each benefit period.

PAYS YOU UP TO $500 TAX-FREE CASH a month for each covered child. Benefits begin the very first day in hospital. Up to $15,000 for each benefit period. (Based on 65 or over benefits as yours.)

PAYS YOU UP TO $300 TAX-FREE CASH a month for Intensive Care.

PAYS YOU UP TO $600 TAX-FREE CASH for Nursing Home Care.

PLUS: Your extra cash benefits increase 5% a year (for 5 years) to keep pace with the rising cost of living!

This plan pays so much and the $100 deductible is so small, you probably have some questions—or even some doubts. We’ve put all the answers (including the minor limitations) right here . . . in black and white . . . for Family Weekly readers whom we won’t miss the Enrolment Deadline for the Extra Cash/Plus Plan. Comparison shows Extra Cash/Plus helps answer today’s alarming jump in hospital charges, now up to $61.66 a day national average—with still worse to come.

NO-RISK MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Examine your policy in your home. Show it to your insurance agent or other trusted advisor. If it absolutely satisfies, return it within 10 days after receipt. If not, Life will refund your money at once.
YES. Extra Cash/Plus pays sooner...from 1st day...
pays longer than most, up to 25 months and pays in addition to any other coverage you have, even Blue Cross or Medicare!

In case of an accident...the services and...not just some medical bills...but the household expenses and all the other needs of the family during that most difficult time. It's to help meet those needs...to preserve the comfort of your family that Extra Cash/Plus was designed. And it's so simple to buy. With Extra Cash/Plus you get this protection for yourself and your family.

If you are under 65, you may have the following two plans to choose from.

**Plan A**
- Pays $250/month for 12 months, or until death, whichever comes first.
- Also pays all Expenses for the first two months of hospitalization.
- Total of $2,800 maximum.

**Plan B**
- Pays $250/month for 12 months, or until death, whichever comes first.
- Also pays all Expenses for the first two months of hospitalization.
- Total of $4,200 maximum.

A special feature of extra cash plus is the 1st day in hospital. But with extra cash you receive your money, the very 1st day in hospital.

- Extra cash plus has a unique advantage over any other plan. Extra cash plus provides you protection for the entire family.
- Extra cash plus has a unique advantage over any other plan. Extra cash plus provides you protection for the entire family.

**Important Notice:**
- You must be under 65 to qualify for Extra Cash/Plus.
- The plan begins two years after the purchase date, or when you are under 65.
- Extra Cash/Plus is not a hospitalization plan. It is a monthly income plan.

**Benefits:**
- Pays all Expenses for the first two months of hospitalization.
- Pays $250/month for 12 months, or until death, whichever comes first.
- Total of $2,800 maximum.

**Low Monthly Rates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plan A</td>
<td>$10.94</td>
<td>$33.06</td>
<td>$54.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan B</td>
<td>$13.66</td>
<td>$40.09</td>
<td>$59.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Medical Costs Going Out of Sight**

- For most $2500 a month plans you can never sell your children's health coverage if you change your mind. If you change your mind within 10 days of enrollment, your policy can be cancelled.
- If you cancel your policy within 10 days of enrollment, you will get a refund of all your premiums, less any service charges.

**Policies Issued by:**

- The Franklin Life Insurance Company, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Franklin Life Insurance Company, member of The Franklin Corporation, a holding company whose stock is publicly traded.
- The Franklin Life Insurance Company, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Franklin Life Insurance Company, member of The Franklin Corporation, a holding company whose stock is publicly traded.

**Please Remember:** This is a limited time offer. You must apply before the expiration date. It is a limited time offer. You must apply before the expiration date. It is a limited time offer. You must apply before the expiration date. It is a limited time offer. You must apply before the expiration date.
26 Important Questions Answered...

Here's Why—National-Ben Franklin Extra Cash/Plus Policy is Your Best Protection for the Lowest Cost.

1. What is the policy called? The policy is called Extra Cash/Plus.

2. How much does it cost? The cost varies depending on factors such as age, health, and coverage amount.

3. Are there additional benefits available? Yes, there are various additional benefits available such as travel assistance and accidental death benefits.

4. How does Extra Cash/Plus cover income? The policy provides income protection for a specified duration in the event of disability or retirement.

5. What is the minimum coverage amount? The minimum coverage amount is $10,000.

6. What is the maximum coverage amount? The maximum coverage amount is $500,000.

7. What is the policy's duration? The policy's duration can be customized to suit individual needs.

8. What is the policy's premium structure? The policy's premium structure is flexible and can be adjusted based on the policyholder's budget.

9. What is the policy's rider option? The policy offers various riders such as term renewal and accidental death benefits.

10. What is the policy's underwriting process? The policy undergoes a thorough underwriting process to ensure the policyholder's eligibility.

11. What is the policy's claim process? The policy's claim process is straightforward and easy to follow.

12. What is the policy's performance history? The policy has a strong performance history with a high satisfaction rate among policyholders.

13. What is the policy's financial stability? The policy is backed by a financially stable insurance company.

14. What is the policy's customer service? The policy offers excellent customer service with 24/7 support.

15. What is the policy's availability? The policy is available in most states.

16. What is the policy's exclusions? The policy includes specific exclusions such as pre-existing conditions.

17. What is the policy's cancellation policy? The policy allows for cancellation within a specific period with a refund of premiums paid.

18. What is the policy's rider options? The policy offers a variety of rider options to enhance coverage.

19. What is the policy's discount options? The policy offers discounts for multiple policies, non-smokers, and long-term policies.

20. What is the policy's payment options? The policy offers flexible payment options such as monthly, quarterly, or annual payments.

21. What is the policy's renewal options? The policy offers renewal options for continued coverage.

22. What is the policy's rider options? The policy offers a range of rider options to tailor coverage to individual needs.

23. What is the policy's customer satisfaction rating? The policy has a high customer satisfaction rating with positive reviews from policyholders.

24. What is the policy's financial strength rating? The policy holds a strong financial strength rating from independent rating agencies.

25. What is the policy's historical performance? The policy has a strong historical performance with a high rate of renewal.

26. What is the policy's benefits? The policy offers comprehensive coverage, flexible payment options, and excellent customer service.
CARNIVAL

Read Steve Canyon Daily In The Oklahoma Journal

INCOVIIIBLE!!

WANTS YOU TO COME TO MY OFFICE ONCE A MONTH.